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UK Newton Fund
This event is supported by the 2019 Newton Prize for Indonesia grant AAM002715, under the UK 

Newton Fund.

The Newton Prize was launched in 2016 to recognise the excellent research and innovation the 

Newton Fund has invested in since its launch in 2014. It celebrates the best partnerships between the 
UK and Newton Fund countries, and encourages new international collaborations to address some of 

the world’s most pressing challenges.

The Newton Fund builds outstanding research and innovation partnerships with select countries in 
Africa, Asia and Latin America to support economic development and social welfare, tackle global 

challenges and develop talent and careers. The fund is managed by the UK’s Department for 

Business, Energy and Industrial Strategy (BEIS), and delivered by UK and international partners. UK 
investment is matched by investment and resources from partner countries.
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Why writing and publication in disaster risk?
The Sendai Framework, adopted at the Third World Conference on Disaster Risk 
Reduction in 2015, contains a strong recognition of the importance of science in the 
DRR field challenges. It specifically calls for delivering outputs in:

(1) Assessment of the current state of data, scientific knowledge and technical 
availability

(2) Synthesis of scientific evidence 

(3) Scientific advice to decision-makers

(4) Monitoring and review to ensure that new and up-to-date scientific information 
is used

(5) Communication and engagement with the science and technology domains 

(6) Capacity development to produce, have access to and effectively use scientific 
information
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The event is primarily targeting:

• Indonesian researchers, experienced or novice, staff or 
postgraduate, who have or will soon have research they wish 
to write-up for scholarly publication in peer reviewed journals 

• Researchers who are cross-disciplinary or have a science, 
technology, engineering, and mathematics, arts and 
humanities, or social sciences focus

• Researchers working in disaster risk and related subject areas
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The programme includes:

• Keynote addresses and talks from experienced researchers, editors 
and publishers

• An expert panel discussion on the peer review process

• A break-out group session on writing different sections of a paper

• Q&A with speakers using chat function

• A 1-to-1 publication surgery
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Q&A
There are FIVE Q & A sessions in the workshop: 1. Keynote address

2. Introduction to academic publishing
3. Publisher perspective
4. Publication ethics
5. Panel discussionYou can send your questions through the 

usual chat box function on zoom 

Our team will forward your questions to the relevant speaker or facilitator, but due 
to time constraints it may not be possible to address all questions 

Video and microphone are only enabled for speakers
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Other points to note:

• Delivered in English language medium

• Sessions will be recorded and archived for future reference

• Supporting materials will be made available electronically
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The event aims to help you develop your stills and knowledge in 
relation to:

• Developing writing skills and confidence writing for journals and 
other peer reviewed outputs

• Understanding editorial processes and what editors look for in 
papers

• Understanding bibliometrics, quality and impact indicators

• Learning best practices for submitting a paper and completing a 
peer review
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Friday 11th June, 14:00 – 17:30 WIB UTC+7 / 08:00 – 11:30

• Talk by Gemma Hemming, Journals Commissioning Lead at Emerald Publishing on the 
publisher perspective 

• Talk by Professor Richard Haigh on publications ethics

• An expert panel discussion on the peer review process
Professor Rajib Shaw, Graduate School of Media and Governance at the Keio University, Japan
Professor Haryo Winarso, School of Architecture, Planning and Policy Development, at the 
Institute of Technology Bandung, Indonesia 
Associate Professor Thayaparan Gajendran, Deputy Head of School – Research, University of 
Newcastle, Australia
Dr Chathuranganee Jayakody, Post-doctoral researcher at University of Huddersfield, UK & 
Editorial Assistant for the International Journal of Disaster Resilience in the Built Environment  

• Briefing on 1-to-1 publication surgery


